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What a difference 2 inches makes!
Mary lifts her XV and heads off to Karijini
I love going off road in my XV, especially going to some of the more interesting camping places. Due to my clearance I felt a bit nervous on tracks that have big ruts . So before I set off on my latest trip up north I thought I would look into getting a lift.

After doing a bit of research and chatting to people at the club

This issue:
MARY GETS A LIFT

there seemed to be two options for our Subarus depending on
your model and year. For me there was the Subi Lift Oz that a few
people in the club have. The other option is a 2 inch suspension lift
from Ironman.
Anyone who has been on a trip with me in the club know that I
often have a couple of adult kids in tow. Plus, I’m a bit of a
glamper. This means my car is packed to the hilt (it has gained the
nickname of the Tardis as a result). All of this means I get serious
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WOODLAND
WANDERINGS
(PART ONE)

“but sag” when I go on adventures. So I thought some stronger
suspension would be helpful for me. I opted for the Ironman lift.
As I write this I am up at a station stay called Cheela plains just out
side of Parabadoo with my friend Samantha. We have been on a
road trip for the last few days. Today we drove up from Mount
Augustus via the Dooley Downs Pingandy Road then the
Ashburton Downs Meekatharra Road.
Yesterday there was some heavy rain in the morning. So before
we set off I checked the road reports and although there were a
number of roads closed the ones we needed were still open.
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Cover story
Mary Roberts

The rain, however, did mean there was still some water on the road and some deep wash
outs. The XV with its lift handled them beautifully. It was a bit of a slow ride or you could be
on a washout before you saw It but, we got there safe and sound thanks to the extra
clearance.

Before

After

This was a drive I have been wanting to do for a couple of years. I had tried to do it last
year but sadly the roads were closed after some out if season cyclones had been through.
So it was so exciting to finally do it, and see the amazing changing landscape. The
challenge of the road just added to the adventure.

Tomorrow we're off to Karijini to hike some gorges. I’m so grateful to the Subaru club for
all the skills they have taught me and their helpful advice, so I can play in this wide land.
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President's Report
David Peck

There is still time to register and attend the next trip, our 'Camping Demo' Weekend, where
we'll gather round for a hands on learning and knowledge sharing experience.
This is a unique opportunity to meet and learn about camping equipment, setup and vehicle
modifications from club members .
We'll be camping out at Back to Nature Caravan Park in a bush setting with toilets and
showers and a camp kitchen on site. You'll see a variety of chairs, tables, tents, beds
stoves and custom build vehicles and have the opportunity to find out the lessons
members have learnt along the way.
This is a great way to learn about the different types of camping gear and find what suits
your needs the best. If you are not ready to camp you can still attend for the day, either
way please touch base with Adrian ASAP to register.
We look forward to a return to meetings with no restriction on numbers. The recent
meetings have had low attendance and we need your help to plan trips for the rest of the
year so we hope to see you at the next meeting, Tuesday 10 May.

DISCLAIMER
The material presented and the views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those held by
the Subaru 4WD Club of Western Australia Inc. Although we make every effort to keep information in
the newsletter accurate and non-offensive, we do not guarantee this. If you make use of the
information on this site it is at your own risk. We are not liable for any incidental, special or
consequential damages arising in relation to use of the material in this newsletter.

Please remember to support our Sponsors
New Life Member

Subaru 4WD Club of WA

SUBARU AUSTRALIA
SUBARU WANGARA
SUBARU OSBORNE PARK
RICHARD'S TYREPOWER
PREMIUM SUV OFF ROAD TRAINING
GREENSTONE
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Murray Valley Meander

Day Trip - Sunday 3 April
Mark Neates

A warm autumn day blessed us for our trip from Byford down to Dwellingup. About 10 cars headed off
with a friendly, social bunch of day trippers. As we had never even been to Byford, it was all uncharted
territory for Lisa and myself.
After a short bit of bitumen driving we were onto gravel tracks, and remained on them for most of the
day. All in all the tracks were pretty easy going, with a few deep ruts every now and again to negotiate.
Our first major stop for morning tea was the North Dandalup Dam. Toilets and a nice parking area made
morning tea that bit easier. After a quick check up to try and resolve our blown front head light, a chronic
problem with Foresters I learned, we headed off again to find gold.

(Left & below)
Morning tea stop at North Dandalup Dam

(Left)
Fools Gold - Lovett's Reward Area

Our next stop which involved a refreshing short walk was Lovett’s Reward, in North Dandalup. Our trip
leader, the informative and knowledgeable Ross Mead, retold a cracking yarn about a dodgy gold
“discovery” in the late 1800’s. Peering into a small abandoned gold shaft, Ross explained that a party of
three prospectors, Lovett, Menzies and King, proclaimed they had stuck gold in the area. The trio
convinced the Government and many others into believing the area was full of gold and soon prospectors
flooded to the area. Very suspect reports, and equally suspect gold ore samples fuelled the punters
fervour.Soon the trio had an Englishfinance firm invest the large sum of 30,000 pounds in their gold
mining syndicate.
Government fervour about the gold discovery even included a civic reception and the presentation of a
gold watch and chain to Lovett. Unfortunately, it appears there was more gold in the watch and chain
than was ever actually found at North Dandalup. The tale reminded me of the song, “Don’t pay the ferry
man, until he gets you to the other side”. The rest of us then enjoyed a short walk through the thick scrub
to find a few other abounded mine shafts and a very pretty neighbouring valley.
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Camping Tips
Sleeping

Use interlocking foam pads to make the floor of your tent more comfortable.
Pack the bottom of your sleeping bag with dry clothes to soak up any moisture in
the bottom of your sleeping bag and keep your feet warm.
Carry a set of ear plugs with you, as you never know who you might have beside
you when camping.
Put hot water in your water bottle at bed time and use it as a hot water bottle.
Stuff sacks make good pillows.
Dry your shoes overnight by stuffing them with crumpled newspaper.

Murray Valley Meander

From p 5

Back onto the never ending Scarp Road, we headed back in the
thick green Aussie bush. Quiet and lush, we passed very few
oncoming cars, the odd motor bike and a couple of walkers. It was
like we had the place to ourselves.
The drive in was fun and engaging, and the next stop was Oakley
Dam for lunch. Again, all these spots were new to us so it was
great to see a new dam and a further walk to the edge of the scarp
produced good view’s west toward the Mandurah Estuary and
Alcoa’s Pinjarra refinery immediately below us. On the trek in
Margaret sounded the alarm when sighting a snake, and we all
enjoyed the walk across the dam wall on the trek back. At one
point in the trip, Ross and David also claim they saw some deer,
but a few of us are wary of such unconfirmed reports after hearing
about the Lovett’s Reward gold scam.
After lunch it was back onto Scarp Road, into the bush again and now getting closer to Dwellingup. Our
next stop was the very picturesque and tranquil Scarp Pool. I think the pictures say enough, and many of
us have visited the Lane Pool area. It is simply another beautiful water hole in this amazing area. Well
worth the visit, and maybe quieter than other areas in the Lane Pool reserve area. From here it was onto
Dwellingup town site to finish the day. Unfortunately Ben and Annie discovered a punctured tyre upon
pulling into Dwellingup, but other than that I think a very good day was had by all.

Many thanks to Ross for sharing his secrets of
the area with us. It was a fab day out made even
better by a friendly and relaxed group of cotravellers. Great to meet new club members,
and a big thank you to Tom and Stephan for
assisting on the day also.
(Left) Lunch at Oakley Dam
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Admiring
the view from
Oakley dam

Murray Valley Moments
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Scarp Pool
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Woodland Wanderings
Day One - Good Friday 15 April
Joy Unno

It was with a sense of adventure that five people, four Foresters and one XV, turned up at the Puma
service station meet point on Brookton Highway in Karragullen. The Subaru Club was not the only 4WD
group assembling at the servo for the Easter LWE. I saw Roger Masters from the Team W4 Land Rover
Club who said that they were heading for Bremer Bay.
The evening before, Ross had called us and said the Peak Charles area is flooded so he and David had to
come up with an entirely new trip on the fly. We were now heading to Norseman via the old Holleton Gold
Mine, Hyden, a whole lot of Rocks with a capital “R”, Cave Hill and Higginsville, then returning along the
Norseman-Hyden Road and back to Perth. Since our cars were already packed up and good to go, this
sudden change of plans made no difference to us but it may have given Trip Leader Ross a few grey
hairs to suddenly have to pull an entirely new trip out of his hat. He didn’t know at the time that it would
turn out to be one of the best trips I’ve been on.
Departing at about 8.40 am,we convoyed down Brookton Highway towards Corrigin with the aim of
getting to a camp site about 340 km away at the old Holleton goldmine site, ~50 km north of Hyden. As
we drove through the central Wheatbelt agricultural landscape, it was noticeably green which, along with
water in the salt lakes,indicated that there had been good rains earlier.A farm tractor was seen dumping
lime for treating soil acidification prior to seeding. A guy on a motorbike overtook us which sparked a
story from Daniel about touring on his motorbike.This led to stories from Daniel and Maria about touring
around Canada. I learned from Maria (who is from Canada) that bear-barrels are very important to hoist
your food into a tree - never keep food in the tent or you’ll have an unwelcome night-time bear visit.

Morning tea was at Corrigin at a park across from the servo with the flaming ute on the roof. Turning off
the highway onto the Corrigin-Bruce Rock Road, we passed through a vast area of burnt trees from the
monster fires across the Wheatbelt in February 2022. New fencing and heaped piles of burnt trees ready
for burning showed that Blazeaid had been at work repairing and clearing up.
Continuing with the farming theme, Ross announced over the cb that there were sheep on the side of the
road. The convoy drove slowly past them until the passel of sheep decided to move onto the road and
stop right in front of me. It was a bit of a Mexican Standoff – the sheep looked at me, I looked at them,
nobody moved. Ross came on the radio and said to round them up so I moved forward slowly and the
sheep rushed off the road. Win for the Subaru!
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From p 11
A drive-through the town of Narembeen showed a neat, thriving
community with several Museums, the Grain Discovery Centre, a
Community Shed & Art Gallery, an impressive Recreation and
Aquatic Centre, and a neat Caravan Park.The Art Deco designed
Narembeen Public Hall was built in 1939 and refurbished in 1960.
An amazing Jordan Sprigglife-sized sculpture of a draught horse
made of chains and other recycled metal objects graces the
garden at the rear of the Hall.Leaving via the Mt Walker Road, we
passed 1 km of fence lined with hundreds of differentboots and
shoes, a quirky idea from a couple of local farmers who saw
shoes on fence posts on a trip to America.

Leaving via the Mt Walker Road, we passed 1 km of fence
lined with hundreds of different boots and shoes, a quirky
idea from a couple of local farmers who saw shoes on
fence posts on a trip to America.
Lunch was had at Hidden Hollow, an eroded rock amphitheatre on the side Mt Walker Rock, a large
granite monadnock, and our first Rock of the trip (there were to be many more!).A monadnock is defined
as “an isolated hill of bedrock standing conspicuously above the general level of the surrounding area”.
Also known as an inselberg.The Hollow was a vegetated proto-wave and while not comparable to the
Wave Rock at Hyden, it did have its own secret charm. The more enthusiastic members of the group
galloped up to the top of the rock while the rest of us admired the hidden hollow.

We spotted several Ornate Crevice Dragons
(Ctenophorus ornatus) zipping about on the rock. These
20 – 30 cm long colourful lizards are very amusing as
they bob their heads up and down rapidly when they
stop. Apparently it is an instinctive aggressive territorial
defense signal.
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From p 13
At the parking area, there was a small concreted catchment
collecting water from a large crack in the rock. A helpful sign
explained that this area was built to wash hessian bags in the days
before bulk handling of fertilser and grain. The bags were washed
and then laid out to dry on the rock.

Moving onwards, we drove North to Gnamma Hill (granite monadnock No 2),and stopped at Mt Roe Key
Dam, a 20 million gallon reservoir (90,922 cubic metres) built in 1971 and generally known as Roe
Dam.They tried to build it in 1929 to help the farming community but the farmers did not want to pay the
increased rates (it was the start of the Depression) so the project was shelved until 42 years later. There
is a small,free, gravel camping ground just below the dam with flushing toilets. Very basic. Being the
school holidays, it was quite full when we passed by.

Back on Soldiers Road, we were heading East towards Holleton when we caught up to a huge seeding
machine on a truck moving at a snail’s pace ahead of us and taking up the entire road.
With its folded up mechanical arms it looked like some giant robotic bug. After a conversation with the
farmer, we decided to stop at Gate 54 of the Rabbit Proof Fence No 1 to let the seeder get to the farm.
This fence was built to block the hordes of rabbits advancing from the eastern states (they went on to
build RPFs Nos 2 & 3 as well).Built in 1901 – 1902 and extending 1822.4 km coast to coast from near Port
Hedland to near Esperance, the cost was $380,426.00 in 1901 which would be about $40,000,000.00
today. All this due to 24 rabbits brought from England to Australia in 1859 by a Victorian farmer. After the
myxomatosis virus when rabbits became less of a problem, the fences were upgraded and became
known as the Emu Fence and the Dog Proof Fence (State Barrier Fences). Some people had left toy
rabbits, which were looking a bit worse for the weather, on the fence although we noted that they were
on the wrong side. The fence apparently couldn’t keep toy rabbits out!

From p 14

Old Holleton Diggings

There was no sign of the seeder when we returned to the road and we turned off into Holleton Road to
arrive at about 3 pm at the old mine workings. We climbed the spoil heaps and cautiously peered down
the dark pits, trying to imagine how the miners dug them without modern excavation machinery. Then
we moved on to the old goldmining townsite of Holleton,1925 -1942.

Nothing remains of the town except an occasional concrete foundation or rusty iron stake.
There were signs where Ma Johnston’s Boarding House stood and the nearby School. After a
look around we moved on down the track to find a camp site for the night, eventually finding a
nice open area amongst the Salmon Gums and Gimlets. A lot of small ant hills with large
diameter entry holes were evident but the ants were tiny, brown, and slow moving and soon
disappeared for the evening. We spread around the area following the 20 m distance rule rather
than the 2 m rule and set up our tents. David got busy digging a fire pit and we collected wood
of which there was an abundance about including some good mallee roots.
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From p 15

Woodland Camping Spot

People cooked their dinners and then sat round the camp fire chatting into the night. I do admit
that there was quite a bit of talk about Subaru cars, mechanics, tyres, fuel efficiency, etc., as
there often is on these trips. Much to my surprise I found that I had finally become experienced
enough to actually contribute to this sort of discussion 😊. Daniel had put up his HF radio
antenna and was trying to talk to some people, possibly in Japan. An almost-full Moon rose and
cast a silvery light over the scene. Another magic night in the Great Western Woodlands.

Thanks Ross, for
planning the trip and
expertly leading us
on our
Woodland Wanderings.

Woodland Wanderings

Day Two- Saturday 16 April

Maria Deyoung

Day two we are on the road again by 8.30. A few clicks into the journey Daniel reports one of his tire
pressures is at 9 psi. As soon as we walk over to the car, we can hear the hissing. We made short work
of putting on the spare and then it was time for me to learn a new skill, plugging the tire. Ross brought
out his tire repair kit and gave me first crack. Then, I learned the soapy water bubble test. Turns out the
little stick caused such an awkward hole it took three plugs to fully seal. With these new skills acquired, it
was time to hit the road again.

After a quick stop in Hyden for fuel and baked goods we headed east. Next up, Mc Dermid Rock. Not the
tallest in the region but a very pretty stop. At the base of the rock there is a small free campground with
a drop toilet. A short 300m walk to the peak gives lovely views of the surrounding woodlands.

Rockpools & reflections
on McDermid Rock
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From p 17
After lunch and a wander, we head to the next spot, Banks Rock. This place is wilder. There is no track
leading from our cars to the base of the rock. So, we all tracked where we went in different ways. I
opened a workout app and the gps marked the path I walked. David used his gps device that marks the
starting coordinates and then will point an arrow back to that direction from wherever you are. Ross
went back to the basics, and we all got to learn some bushwalking skills.
Tips included: trail marking with scuff marks, using
branches when areas opened up to rockso scuff
marks aren’t an option, making note of landmarks
and direction walked in relation to the sun, and
walking by counting in 3s. Turns out when we
count steps by 4 we subconsciously take a larger
first step and end up walking in circles. So there
you have it, count in 3s.

Marking the successful walk up Banks Rock

I also learned it is important not to rely on any one option, best to utilize everything you have. Views from
the top made it apparent how remote we had gone. Trees in every direction and even with the height,
we still couldn’t see the cars. Here I learned another tip from Ross. Even though we couldn’t see the car,
you can make a guess as to the direction based on the tree-line, in a certain area it seemed to change
and open up a little. After a successful walk back to the cars, we headed onwards to make camp.
Another remote camp tonight about 40km out from Cave Hill. It was a gorgeous evening. It was warmer
than the night before, the fire was going, and the moon made an early appearance. Everyone got their
cameras out and practiced some night photography.

Dirt roads Day Two
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Maria Deyoung

Maria making a splash Day Three

Erosion at
Cave
Hill before
Depth
check
Day Three
driving
through

Fearless leader Ross
making first go through the puddles
Day Three

Wandoo Wanderings
Day Three story to be
continued next month ...

David navigating the puddles
Day Three
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The sun lighting up colours at Cave Hill
Day Three
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Trips & Socials

Please refer to the club website for all
dates & details
www.subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au

New members are advised that UHF radio’s
are required for all club trips.
They can be hired from the club by indicating on the
website when you put your name down for a trip or by
contacting trips co-ordinator Adrian on 0424 723 558
or email trips@subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au

MAY 2022
Camping Demp Weekend
7 to 8 May
Adrian Longwood
Wilbinga Reserve Clean Up & Moore
River Camp Out
14 to 15 May
Adrian Longwood
Cruise to Cunderdin
Sunday 22 May
Jo Norton
Maximum 25 people
JUNE 2022
Karri on in Winter
4 to 6 June
Ross Mead
Maximum 12 cars
Gathering of the Clans
4 to 6 June
Hosted by the 4WD Club of WA
David Peck

JULY 2022
Schools Out - Subarus Out
3 July
Adrian Longwood
Lake Clifton Thrombolites
31 July
Joy Unno
AUGUST 2022
Barging around Dirk Hartog Island
15 to 22 August
Tony Richards
Lancelin Sand Dunes
27 August
Adrian Longwood

SEPTEMBER 2022
Gallivant the Goldfields
3 to 18 September
Jo Norton

Subaru BBL - Bush, Beach & Lake
11 to 12 June
Adrian Longwood
Foraging in the Forest
26 June
Adrian Longwood
The Club is running trips for members
in accordance with
the latest advice issued by the
WA State Government COVID-19 Guidelines.

